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All You Need To Pass Your General Class Exam!Pass the 35-question General Class test.All the
Exam Questions with Answer Key, for use through June 30, 2019.NEW! Use with ARRL s online
Exam Review for Ham Radio.Detailed explanations for all questions, including FCC rules.The
General Class license is the second of three US Amateur Radio licenses. To upgrade to General
Class, you must already hold a Technician Class license (or have recently passed the
Technician license exam). Upgrading to a General license--which conveys extensive HF
privileges only requires passing a written examination. Once you do, the entire range of
operating modes and the majority of the amateur spectrum below 30 MHz become available to
you.Use this book to study for your General Class license exam. Every page presents
information you will need to pass the exam and become an effective operator. You'll cover small
sections at a time:Procedures and PracticesRules and RegulationsComponents and
CircuitsRadio Signals and EquipmentDigital ModesAntennasPropagationElectrical and RF
SafetyAt the end of the book, you'll find the entire General Question Pool.NEW FEATURE:
Online Review and Practice Exams. As you complete each chapter of this book, use ARRL's
online Exam Review for Ham Radio to help prepare you for exam day. This web-based service
uses the question pool to construct chapter-by-chapter reviews. Once you've finished this book,
use the online service to take practice exams with the same number and variety of questions
that you'll encounter on exam day. You won't have any surprises on exam day!

From the PublisherThe joint effort of a psychotherapist, a Pilates instructor, and a respected
New York back surgeon, this book offers a step-by-step method for gentle rehabilitation and
recovery, a proven program for regaining mobility and quality of life.About the AuthorForeword
writer Oheneba Boachie-Adjei, MD, is a surgeon at the Hospital for Special Surgery in New York
City.Andra Fischgrund Stanton, LICSW, an independent, licensed psychiatric social worker, has
been practicing individual and marital psychotherapy for twenty-five years, most recently at
University of Massachusetts-Memorial Hospital. Over the years she has been especially
sensitive to clients with chronic illness as she herself has been coping with scoliosis and back
pain since the age of eleven. Currently she writes from her home in Concord, MA.Certified
through the Power Pilates Method in New York City, Ruth Hiatt-Coblentz has earned advanced
certification in Pilates mat, Reformer, Cadillac and Wunda Chair instruction. She has a degree in
History and Near Eastern Studies from Clark University. In her private studio, Think Pilates in
Worcester, MA, she finds particular satisfaction helping those with fragile spines, having had
three spinal surgeries of her own.Read more
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G Vick, “General class license. Studying for General class amateur radios”

David Crist, “Reliably gets you on the air with HF gear. I purchased this book at the same time as
I got the Technicians license guide so that I could get to the General class license without any
unneeded delays. My son-in-law had challenged me to get my amateur radio license so he could
talk with me over the air on 80 meters using a cloud burner setup (we are about 150 miles apart
and I am moving to the mountains of West Virginia). It took about three weeks of about an hour a
day to read through the manual and another three weeks of about an hour a day of taking
sample tests online to show up my weak spots (and re-read the material so as to better
understand what I needed to know). This is about an additional two weeks over the time spent
studying for the Technician Class license.The General Class manual has a lot more little boxes,
tables, and illustrations that need to be read and memorized than the Technician's license
manual. There is significantly more theory involved, particularly with antennas, propagation, and
practical radio theory. There is substantial overlap in the rules and procedures sections however
so the Technicians Class study guide provided a solid base for getting in to this manual. Like the
Technicians manual, the General Class Study Guide covers everything you need to know to
pass the test, but not a whole lot of depth. I think that the study manual is designed to get you on
the air as fast as possible and make you aware of the culture and rules of amateur radio rather
than train you as an amateur radio engineer.As I mentioned in my review of the Technicians
License Manual, you WILL need other books such as The ARRL Radio Amateurs Handbook to
bring you up to speed on current theory and operational practice. Joining the ARRL and a local
amateur radio club wouldn't hurt either. This book gets you on the air at HF frequencies and
gives you a fairly comprehensive overview as to what amateur radio is about and which direction
you may want to go next.”

David Jaquay, “Got me to /AG quite nicely. TL; DR: Bought it, read it, worked through the test
questions, passed the test just yesterday. /AG FTW XD!I'd read a borrowed copy of the Tech
manual, and liked it well enough to get my own copy of the General. And now that I have my
General ticket, will very likely proceed onto the ARRL Extra manual as well. The text (Kindle
version) is nicely formatted, and I liked that I could cover the right hand side of the page with
another window when doing the quiz, and make it function almost like flash cards. Eventually I
did get a phone app to take practice tests, but that was just a nice (and free) extra.I took one star
off my review for a couple of sections that I felt could have been more clear or more thorough. I
get that these books are the start of one's understanding, not the end, but even to pass the test,
I really didn't grasp the material in chapter 5, Radio Signals and Equipment, like I would have
liked, especially 5.2 on the various circuit types. I eventually just memorized what I needed to
pass, but would really like to understand this material, and this book didn't give me that. It's



almost like it assumed that I knew more than I already did, maybe.Anyway, for the purpose of
passing the General test, this book is quite useful and sufficient, and as mentioned, I'll be
moving on to the next one in short order.”

Reader of Stuff, “Good book, wish it was outlined differently.. This book is good, but I wish it was
outlined like the last book I read for the technician class. I bought "The Fast Track To Your
Technician Class" book by Michael Burnette on the Apple iBooks store. The book was so simple
and easy to follow. My favorite part was he used each question in the pool in the book. It was laid
out like a cheat sheet answer guide. It would show each question in the pool then tell you the
right answer. Then the best part is that it would then tell you WHY it is the right answer so you
aren't just memorizing questions mindlessly. I love the way it was written so I don't have to cross
reference sections of the question pool while reading. It made things much easier to remember
for me.This book will go over various topics and then at the end of the chapter it will just say,
"Please review questions in section etc, etc, etc before continuing to the next chapter" I hate
flipping back and forth between reading material and question pools in the back of the book.
Even though I have the digital copy it is still more than I want to deal with. If Michael Burnette had
a second book in the iBook store I would have bought it in a heart beat.In the end this book will
work and some of you might just say I have a different way of learning than others which is true.
Everyone has their preferences, but this wouldn't be my first pick if I could find a book like the
first one I read. I just wanted to let everyone know how this book is laid out in case they are like
me and might want to find something different.”

Antonio LPA, “bueno. No me obliguen a escribir 20 palabras para dar mi opinión. Mi tiempo es
precioso me limito a marcar las estrellas. No es buena política la de marcar las directrices de
como debe ser la opinión del consumidor.”

The book by Laura J. Snyder has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 639 people have provided feedback.
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